Limited labeled data is becoming the largest bottleneck for supervised learning systems. This is especially the case for many real-world tasks where large scale annotated examples are either too expensive to acquire or unavailable due to privacy or data access constraints. Weak supervision has shown to be a good means to mitigate the scarcity of annotated data by leveraging weak labels or injecting constraints from heuristic rules and/or external knowledge sources. Social media has little labeled data but possesses unique characteristics that make it suitable for generating weak supervision, resulting in a new type of weak supervision, i.e., weak social supervision. In this article, we illustrate how various aspects of social media can be used to generate weak social supervision. Specifically, we use the recent research on fake news detection as the use case, where social engagements are abundant but annotated examples are scarce, to show that weak social supervision is effective when facing the little labeled data problem. This article opens the door for learning with weak social supervision for other emerging tasks.
DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS have shown great achievements in various application domains such as image classification, natural language processing, graph modeling. These models usually require huge amounts of annotated data for training. However, limited labeled training data is becoming the bottleneck for supervised learning systems especially those employing deep neural networks. In many real-world tasks, large scale annotated examples are either too expensive to acquire or unavailable due to privacy or data access constraints. To combat this, researchers have developed approaches based on weak supervision to leverage noisy signals for learning. Along this direction, training data is automatically generated from unlabeled text copora using a heuristic labeling functions or regular expression patterns (e.g., "if the word 'causes' appears between the chemical and disease mentions, then it indicates a true pair of chemical-disease relation"). Similarly, sentences for relation extraction can be aligned to entities and relations in knowledge bases (KB) with heuristics like "if a sentence mentions two entities of a triple from KB then the sentence assets their relation". Most of these approaches rely on heuristics from text information (in the forms of rules or regular expressions) or external sources (such as structural knowledge bases).
In recent years, social media has become an important means of large-scale information sharing and communication in all occupations, including marketing, journalism, public relations, and more. Social media data is seldom labeled and has unique properties that make it suitable for generating weak supervision. First, social media data is big. We have small data for each of most individuals. However, the social property of social media data links individuals data together, which provides a new type of big data. Second, social media data is linked. The availability of social relations determines that social media data is inherently linked, meaning it is not independent and identically distributed. Third, social media data is noisy. Users in social media can be both passive content consumers and active content producers, causing the quality of user generated content to vary. Social networks are also noisy with the existence of malicious users such as spammers and bots. Therefore, social media data provides a new type of weak supervision, weak social supervision, which has great potentials to advance a wide range of application domains.
Recent research shows that disinformation and fake news have been widely disseminated on social media and caused detrimental societal effects. Detecting fake news on social media is much desired to avoid people to consume false information and cultivate a healthy and trustworthy news ecosystem. However, Detecting fake news on social media poses several unique challenges [1] .
• First, the data challenge has been a major roadblock for researchers in their attempts to develop effective defensive means against disinformation and fake news. This is because the content of fake news and disinformation is rather diverse in terms of topics, styles and media platforms; and fake news attempts to distort truth with diverse linguistic styles while simultaneously mocking true news. Thus, obtaining annotated fake news data is non-scalable and dataspecific embedding methods are not sufficient for fake news detection with little labeled data.
• Second, the evolving challenge of disinformation and fake news makes it non-trivial to exploit the rich auxiliary information signals directly. Fake news is usually related to newly emerging, time-critical events, which may not have been properly verified by existing knowledge bases (KB) due to the lack of corroborating evidence or claims. In addition, social supervision is rich in many ways, such as user profiling, user generated contents, and network interactions, which provide useful information to build better systems to detect fake news and disinformation. To tackle these unique challenges, it is important to learn with weak social supervision on little labeled data for detecting fake news.
In this article, we discuss three major perspectives of the social media data to generate weak social supervision for fake news detection: users, posts, and networks. We further introduce recent work on exploiting weak social supervision for effective and explainable fake news detection. First, we illustrate how we can model the relationships among publishers, news pieces, and social media users with user-based and networkbased weak social supervision to detect fake news effectively. Second, we show how to leverage post-based weak social supervision for discovering explainable comments for detecting fake news. We finally discuss several open issues and provide future directions of learning with weak social supervision.
Characterizing on Weak Social Supervision
In this section, we first discuss various definitions of weak supervision. We then describe different aspects of weak supervision and the new patterns found on social media for weak social supervision.
Weak supervision
Learning with weak supervision is an important and newly emerging research area, and there are different ways of defining and approaching the problem. Therefore, we first discuss and compare some widely used definitions of weak supervision in the existing literature. One definition of weak supervision is leveraging higher-level and/or noisier input from subject matter experts (SMEs) [2] . The supervision from SMEs are represented in the form of weak label distributions, which mainly come from the following sources: 1) inexact supervision: a higher-level and coarsegrained supervision; 2) inaccurate supervision: a low-quality and noisy supervision; and 3) existing resources: using existing resources to provide supervision. Another definition definition categorize weak supervision into inexact supervision, inaccurate supervision, and incomplete supervision [3] . The incomplete supervision means that a subset of training data are given with labels, which essentially includes active learning and semi-supervised learning techniques. The incom-plete supervision tries to avoid asking SMEs for additional training labels, by either leverage domain-and task-agnostic assumptions to exploit the unlabeled data (semi-supervised learning), or minimizing the queries to SMEs to specific data instances (active learning); while the key practical motivation for weak supervision is to effectively obtain weak training information from SMEs.
Weak supervision can be formed in deterministic (e.g., in the form of weak labels) and nondeterministic (e.g., in the form of constraints) ways [2] . First, weak labels can come from heuristic rules, crowd sourcing, distant supervision, or existing classifiers. The most popular form is distant supervision, in which the records of an external knowledge base (KB) are heuristically aligned with data points to produce noisy labels. Second, weak supervision can be used as optimization constraints on output prediction derived from domain knowledge [4] . Next, we briefly discuss the representative approaches for learning with weak supervision by incorporating weak labels and injecting constraints.
Incorporating Weak Labels Learning with noisy (inaccurate) labels has been of great interest to the research community for various tasks. Some of the existing works attempt to rectify the weak labels by incorporating a loss correction mechanism. Sukhbaatar et al. [5] introduce a linear layer to adjust the loss and estimate label corruption with access to the true labels. Patrini et al. [6] utilize the loss correction mechanism to estimate a label corruption matrix without making use of clean labels. Other works consider the scenario where a small set of clean labels are available [7] . For example, Veit et al. use human-verified labels and train a label cleaning network in a multi-label classification setting. Recent works also consider the scenario where weak signals are available from multiple sources [2] to exploit the redundancy as well as the consistency among weak labels.
In some cases, weak supervision is obtained with inexact labels such as coarse-grained labels. For example, object detectors can be trained with images collected from the web using their associated tags as weak supervision instead of locally-annotated data sets. Multi-instance learning has been developed to learn from labels of instances (e.g., tags) to infer the labels of the corresponding bag (e.g., the object). Most of existing algorithms aim to adapt single-instance supervised learning to multi-instance representation, and some approaches attempt to adapt multi-instance representation to single-instance representation through transformation.
Injecting Constraints
Directly learning with weak labels may suffer the from the noisy label problem. Instead, representing weak supervision as constraints can avoid noisy labels and encode domain knowledge into the learning process of prediction function. The constraints can be injected over the output space and/or the input representation space. For example, Stewart et al. [4] model prior physics knowledge on the outputs to penalize "structures" that are not consistent with the prior knowledge. For relation extraction tasks, label-free distant supervision can be achieved via encoding entity representations under transition law from knowledge bases (KB). The constraints form of weak supervision are often based on prior knowledge from domain experts, which are jointly optimized with the primary learning objective of prediction tasks.
Weak Social Supervision
With the rise of social media, the web has become a vibrant and lively realm where billions of individuals all around the globe interact, share, post and conduct numerous daily activities. Social media enables us to be connected and interact with anyone, anywhere and anytime, which allows us to observe human behaviors in an unprecedented scale with new lens. However, significantly different from traditional data, social media data is big, incomplete, noisy, unstructured, with abundant social relations. This new type of data mandates new computational analysis approaches that can combine social theories and statistical data mining techniques.
Many application domains like recommendation, information sharing and communication, news consumption have rich social media engagements that can provide addition signals for obtaining weak supervision. Social media engagements are referring to the involvement and interactions of users participating in activities through social networking systems. Generally, there are three major aspects of the social media engagements: users, contents, and relations. First, users may have different characteristics or establish different patterns of behaviors. Second, users express their opinions and emotions through posts/comments. Third, users form different types of relations on social media such as communities. The goal of weak social supervision is to leverage signals from social media engagements to obtain weak supervision for various downstream tasks. Similar to weak supervision, we can utilize weak social supervision mainly in the form of weak labels and constraints.
Learning with Weak Social Supervision
In the previous section, we introduced the conceptual characterization of weak supervision and weak social supervision. In this section, we further discuss the problem definition and the representative approaches of learning with weak social supervision.
Problem Definition
A training example consists of two parts: a feature vector (or called instance) describing the event/object, and a label indicating the ground-
the corresponding labels. In addition, there is a large set of unlabeled examples. Usually the size of the labeled set n is much smaller than the unlabeled set due to labeling costs or privacy concerns. For the widely available unlabeled samples, we generate weak social supervision by generating weak labels or incorporating constraints based on social media engagements. For weak labels, we aim to learn a labeling function g :X →Ỹ, whereX = {x j } N j=1 denotes the set of N unlabeled messages to which the labeling function is applied andỸ = {ỹ j } N j=1 as the resulting set of weak labels. This weakly labeled data is then denoted byD = {x j ,ỹ j } N j=1 and often n << N . For formulating constraints, we aim to model prior knowledge from social signals on the representation learning of examples with a constraint function h : X × Y → R, to penalize structures that are not consistent with our prior knowledge. Note that g can also be applied toX to regularize the representation learning. In despite of the different forms we model weak social supervision, we are actually aiming to estimate a label distribution p(ỹ|x) from weak social supervision. We give the following problem formulation of learning with weak social supervision.
Learning with Weak Social Supervision: Given little data with ground truth labels D and a label distribution p(ỹ|x) derived from weak social supervision, learn a prediction function f : X → Y which generalizes well onto unseen samples.
Exploiting Weak Social Supervision for Fake News Detection
In this section, we describe an application of exploiting weak social supervision for fake news detection. We choose fake news detection since research has shown social media enables the wide propagation of fake news, extra auxiliary information can be used to as weak social supervision to help detect fake news. We first discuss the unique aspects of unique features of social media and its implications on extracting weak social supervision . Then, we demonstrate representative approaches of exploiting weak social supervision for challenging problems of fake news detection.
Generating Weak Social Supervision
In this subsection, we discuss different sources for generating weak social supervision. Generally, there are three major aspects of the social media context: users, generated posts, and networks. We will introduce how to extract/create weak social supervision in the next subsection.
User-based: Fake news pieces are likely to be created and spread by non-human accounts, such as social bots or cyborgs. Thus, capturing users' profiles and characteristics as weak social supervision can provide useful information for fake news detection. User behaviors can indicate their characteristics [8] who have interactions with the news on social media. These features can be categorized in different levels: individual level and group level. Individual level features are extracted to infer the credibility and reliability for each user using various aspects of user demographics, such as registration age, number of followers/followees, number of tweets the user has authored, etc. Group level user features capture overall characteristics of groups of users related to the news. The basic assumption is that the spreaders of fake news and real news may form different communities with unique characteristics that can be depicted by group level features. Commonly used group level features come from aggregating (e.g., averaging and weighting) individual level features, such as 'percentage of verified users' and 'average number of followers'.
Post-based: Users who are involved in news dissemination process express their opinions, emotions via posts/comments. These user response provide helpful signals related to the veracity of news claims. Recent research looks into stance, emotion, and credibility to improve the performance of fake news detection. First, stances (or viewpoints) indicate the users' opinions towards the news, such as supporting, opposing, etc. Typically, fake news can provoke tremendous controversial views among social media users, in which denying and questioning stances are found to play a crucial role in signaling claims as being fake. The stance of users' posts can be either explicit or implicit. Explicit stances are direct expressions of emotion or opinion, such as Facebook's "like" actions. Implicit stances can be automatically extracted from social media posts. Second, fake news publishers often aims to spread information extensively and draw wide public attention. Longstanding social science studies demonstrate that the news which evokes higharousal, or activating (awe, anger or anxiety) emotions is more viral on social media. Third, weak social supervision on post credibility aims to infer the veracity of news pieces from the credibility of the posts on social media through network propagation. The basic assumption is that the credibility of a given news event is highly related to the credibility degree of its relevant social media posts.
Network-based:
Users form different networks on social media in terms of interests, topics, and relations. Fake news dissemination processes tend to form an echo chamber cy-cle, highlighting the value of extracting networkbased weak social supervision to represent these types of network patterns for fake news detection. Different types of networks can be constructed such as friendship networks, diffusion networks, interaction networks, propagation networks, etc.
First, friendship network plays an important role in fake news diffusion. The fact that users are likely to form echo chambers, strengthens our need to model user social representations and to explore its added value for a fake news study.
Second, the news diffusion process involves abundant temporal user engagements on social media. Fake news may have sudden increase for the number of posts and then remain constant beyond a short time whereas, in the case of real news, the increase of the number of posts are more steady.
In addition, an important problem along temporal diffusion is the early detection of fake news with limited amount of user engagements. Third, interaction networks describe the relationships among different entities such as publishers, news pieces, and users. For example, the user-news interactions are often modeled by considering the relationships between user representations and the news veracity values. Intuitively, users with low credibilities are more likely to spread fake news, while users with high credibility scores are less likely to spread fake news.
Moreover, the propagation networks have a hierarchical structure, including macro-level and micro-level propagation networks. On one hand, macro-level propagation networks demonstrate the spreading paths from news to the social media posts, and those reposts of these posts. On the other hand, micro-level propagation networks illustrate the user conversations under the posts or reposts, such as replies/comments. Micro-level networks contain user discussions towards news pieces, which brings auxiliary cues to differentiate fake news.
Exploiting Weak Social Supervision
Earlier, we illustrate different aspects that we can generate weak social supervision from. Actually, the extracted weak social supervision can involve single or multiple aspects of the information related to users, content, and networks. In this section, we discuss learning with weak social Figure 1 . The TriFN model of learning with social supervision from publisher bias and user credibility for effective fake news detection [9] .
supervision for fake news detection in different settings including effective fake news detection and explainable fake news detection. Specifically first, we illustrate how we can model the userbased and network-based weak social supervision to detect fake news effectively. Second, we show how to leverage post-based weak social supervision for discovering explainable comments for detecting fake news.
Effective Fake News Detection
We aim to leverage weak social supervision as an auxiliary information to perform fake news detection effectively. As an example, we demonstrate how we can utilize interaction networks by modeling the entities and their relationships to detect fake news (see Figure 1 ). Interaction networks describe the relationships among different entities such as publishers, news pieces, and users. Given the interaction networks the goal is to embed the different types of entities into the same latent space, by modeling the interactions among them. We can leverage the resultant feature representations of news to perform fake news detection, and we term this framework Tri-relationship for Fake News detection (TriFN) [9] .
Inspired from sociology and cognitive theories, we derive the weak social supervision rules. For example, social science research has demonstrated the following observations which serves our weak social supervision: people tend to form relationships with like-minded friends, rather than with users who have opposing preferences and interests. Thus, connected users are more likely to share similar latent interests in news pieces. In addition, for publishing relationship, we exploit the following weak social supervision: publishers with a high degree of political bias are more likely to publish fake news. Moreover, for the spreading relation, we have: users with low credibilities are more likely to spread fake news, while users with high credibility scores are less likely to spread fake news. We utilize nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) to learn the news representations by encoding the weak social supervision.
Empirical Results To illustrate whether the weak social supervision in TriFN can help detecting fake news effectively, we show some empirical comparison results in the public benchmark Politifact dataset from FakeNewsNet 1 as in Figure 2 . We compare TriFN with baselines that 1) only extract features from news contents, such as RST, LIWC; 2) only construct features from social supervision, such as Castillo; and 3) consider both news content and social supervision, such as RST+Castillo, LIWC+Castillo. We can see that the proposed TriFN can achieve around 0.75 accuracy even with limited amount of weak social supervision (within 12 hours after news is published), and has as high as 0.87 accuracy. In addition, with the help of weak social supervision from publisher-bias and user-credibility, the detection performance is better than those without utilizing weak social supervision. Moreover, we can see within a certain range, more weak social supervision leads to larger performance increase, which shows the benefit of using weak social supervision.
Explainable Fake News Detection
In recent years, computational detection of fake news has been producing some promising early results. However, there is a critical missing piece of the study, the explainability of such detection, i.e., why a particular piece of news is detected as fake. Here, we introduce how we can derive explanation factors from weak social supervision. We observe that not all sentences in news contents are fake, and in fact, many sentences are true but only for supporting wrong claim sentences. Thus, news sentences may not be equally important in determining and explaining whether a piece of news is fake or not. Similarly, user comments may contain relevant information about the important aspects that explain why a piece of news is fake, while they may also be less informative and noisy. We use the following weak social supervision: the user comments that are related to the content of original news pieces are helpful to detect fake news and explain prediction results. Thus, we aim to select some news sentences and user comments that can explain why a piece of news is fake. As they provide a good explanation, they should also be helpful in detecting fake news. This suggests us to design attention mechanisms to give high weights of representations of news sentences and comments that are beneficial to fake news detection. Specifically, we first use Bidirectional LSTM with attention to learn sentence and comment representations, and then utilize a sentence-comment co-attention neural network framework called dEFEND (see Figure 3 ) to exploit both news content and user comments to jointly capture explainable factors.
Empirical Results We show the empirical results on Politifact platform from FakeNewsNet as in Figure 4 . We can see dEFEND achieves very high performances in terms of accuracy (∼ 0.9) and F1 (∼ 0.92). We compare dEFEND with three variants: 1) dEFEND\C not considering information from user comments; 2) dEFEND\N is not considering information from news contents; and 3) dEFEND\Co eliminates the sentencecomment co-attention. We observe that when we eliminate news content component, user comment component, or the co-attention for news contents and user comments, the performances are reduced. It indicates capturing the semantic relations between the weak social supervision from user comments and news contents are important.
Open Issues and Future Research
In this section, we present some open issues in weak social supervision and future research directions. Learning with weak social supervision is a newly emerging research area in data mining and machine learning, so we aim to point out promising research directions specifically for fake news detection, and for other applications in general.
Weak Social Supervision for Fake News Detection
Most of the current methods are trying to exploit weak social supervision as constraints to help fake news detection. We can also exploit generating weak labels from the aforementioned social signals (user-based, post-based, and network-based) as labeling functions for early fake news detection. The advantage of leveraging weak social supervision for early fake news detection is that we can jointly learn the feature representations from little labeled data and weak labeled data, and when predicting unseen news pieces, we can perform prediction with few/no social signals, which perfectly satisfy the requirement of early detection. In addition, in the extreme case when no labeled data in available, we can utilize weak social supervision for unsupervised fake news detection. One idea is to extract users' opinions on the news by exploiting the auxiliary information of the users' engagements from posts on social media, and aggregate their opinions in a well-designed unsupervised way to generate our estimation results.
Learning with Weak Social Supervision
We expect along the direction of learning with weak social supervision, more research will emerge in the near future. First, leveraging weak social supervision for computation social science research is promising. Since computational social science research usually relies on relatively limited offline survey data, weak social supervision can serve as a powerful online resources to understand and study social computing problems. Second, existing approaches utilize single or combine multiple sources of weak social supervision, while to what extent and aspect the weak social supervision helps is fairly important to explore. Third, the capacity of ground-truth labels and weak social supervision and the relative importance between the sources are essentials to develop learning methodology in practical scenarios. Moreover, the weak supervision rules may have complementary information since they capture social signals from different perspectives. An interesting future direction is to explore multi sources of weak social supervision in a principled way to model the mutual benefits through data programming.
Conclusion
In many machine learning applications, labeled data is scarce and obtaining more labels is expensive. Motivated by the promising early results of exploiting weak supervision learning, we propose a new type of weak supervision, i.e., weak social supervision. We specifically focus on the use case of detecting fake news on social media. Specifically, We demonstrate that weak social supervision provides a new representation to describe social information uniquely available where better warning is sought, which has promising results and great potentials toward detecting fake news, including challenging settings of effective fake news detection and explainable fake news detection. We also further discuss promising future directions in fake news detection research and expand the field of learning with weak social supervision to other applications.
